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Yin Sulian was rendered speechless by Yun Chujiu. How would she dare to go up the life and Death 

Arena with Yun Chujiu Now? She only glared at Yun Chujiu viciously. “Yun Chujiu, just you wait. Our Yin 

clan will not forgive you!” “Won’t forgive me? Yin Sulian, I will show you a clear path. If you want to kill 

me, you can either wait for me to graduate from the Tianyuan Academy or issue a challenge to me. We 

will go up the life and Death Arena. Otherwise, your Yin clan will suffer the wrath of the Temple of 

Immortals! Of course, Your Yin clan is so awesome! If you are not afraid of the Temple of 

Immortals’revenge, you can come and assassinate me, Poison Me, and I will suffer! However, you want 

to kill me? Dream On! Even if all of you are dead, I will still be alive and well. I am very lucky!”Yun Chujiu 

said arrogantly. “Sulian, shut up!”Deputy Dean Yin stopped Yin Sulian. Then, he glanced at Yun chujiu 

with a malicious look, as if he had been poisoned. Yun chujiu bared her teeth at him and hopped off the 

life and Death Arena. Surrounded by the Huang class students, she held her head high and puffed out 

her chest. Yes, she walked slowly towards the dormitory. Although this guy cheated with Guai Cao, the 

injuries on his body had not fully recovered, she could not leave even if she wanted to. Everyone looked 

at Yun Chujiu’s back and only had one thought in their mind. Don’t offend Yun Chujiu, don’t offend Yun 

Chujiu, don’t offend Yun Chujiu, and repeat the important thing three times! This guy was really too 

brutal! This guy was really too brutal! This guy was really too perverted! How was that a competition? It 

was a competition of who could withstand the explosion. This was the first time they had seen a 

competition of who had tough skin and thick flesh. Damn it, that was a sudden rupture talisman! There 

were four of them, but she didn’t die from the explosion. Moreover, she could still talk long and hard 

against Yin Sulian. This meant that even if she was injured, it wasn’t too serious. Otherwise, how would 

she have the energy to fight with others! To sum it up, this person was a person who didn’t care about 

her life. She was also full of evil thoughts. They must never provoke her in the future. After this life and 

death battle, Yun Chujiu’s reputation in the Tian Yuan Academy became even more resounding. 

Although her cultivation base of the second level of the Spirit sect was still despised, she had become a 

unique existence. Although her spiritual power was low.., no one was willing to provoke her easily. Yun 

chujiu was worried because her spiritual power had long been saturated, but she couldn’t attract the 

heavenly lightning, so she was actually unable to break through in a short period of time. Could it be 

that the heavenly lightning had died from her anger? Why didn’t it strike her? Yun chujiu had no choice 

but to come to Dean Huangfu to learn from him. She went straight to the point and explained her 

doubts. Dean Huangfu pondered for a moment. “There is a level between the spirit sect and the spirit 

Saint Realm. Many people at the ninth level of the spirit sect have broken through many times before 

they can break through to the spirit Saint Realm. I reckon that you have also reached a bottleneck, so 

you can only wait for an opportunity. There is no good way.” Hearing Dean Huangfu’s words, Yun chujiu 

could only go back dejectedly. Opportunity? This was too mysterious. This was different from the last 

time. She lacked actual combat experience. All she needed to do was to go to the trial tower and fight. 

Where would she find this bullshit opportunity? Besides, she was in the Tianyuan Academy all day long. 

Where would she find an opportunity? Yun chujiu was depressed for less than half a day before she 

became lively once again! This fellow’s self-regulation ability was extraordinarily strong. Since her spirit 

energy could not break through, then she would just play around with something fun! Didn’t old man 



yin, whom she “Picked up”in the Crimson Cloud Valley last time, say that he was going to teach her the 

puppet technique? Then she would study this puppet first. This thing was similar to modern robots, with 

a total of 1800 of them. At that time, whoever dared to provoke her would use the puppet army to kill 

him! ! Hahaha, it felt great just thinking about it, right? ! 

 


